
WESTERN 'MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 

Mr. Alan Paton 
23 Lynton Foad 
KLOOF 
Natal , South Africa 

Dear Mr . Paton : 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN -490 0 1 

December 2, 1966 

Thank you for your letter of November 19th. I believe 
Praeger will do a good job on~ Long~ - and probably make 
it available in a paperback edition. The editor they have as
signed to it is Hr . Louis Barron whom I have met and who strikes 
me as a perceptive and competent man with a good knowledge of 
things South African . I have sent him Mr . Crain's address. 
I'll be happy to leave the financial side to Mr . Crain . For 
those of us in the academic field the question of royalties is 
not of the same importance as it rightly is to professional 
writers--our living doesn't depend on it. 

In response to your letter: I have not seen the piece 
you wrote on Dr , Verwoerd 's death. I would like to see it, and 
would appreciate at the same time your view on its suitability 
for~ Long~• 

I have received copies of all issues of Contact for 1966 
up to and including vol. 9, no. 6, October 1966. I have not 
noticed any problem with mail deliveries from South Africa. 

I feel you should be free to make your appeal for Contact 
in the Introduction. I certainly have no objection, and I have 
written to Mr. Barron stating my view on this, and asking i f 
the publishers are agreeable. 

I am sending you those copies of~ Long~ that you 
don't have at present. These are L. V. no. 1, which I feel 
should be included , both because it is the first and because it 
sets for t h what Contact and the Liberal Party stand for . 

L. v. 6 On the challenge of Nationalist aims to liberalism 
should also be included unless you think it refers too 
specifically to a particular election. 

L. v. April 1960, "A Man Called Brown," the first of your 
second series, is pertinent since you are filling in 
for Peter Brmm . 
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L. v. June 6 , 1960 , consists of an extr act f r om your address 
to the Liberal Party , May 11 , 1960 , on U. N. Intervention. 
I know of no reason for leaving it out , but you may want 
to consider replacing the extract that appeared in~ 
Long~ with the whole speech , p;i.rticularly if you did 
not make the extract yourself. 

L , V . January 1964 . Since this appears in the outline as the 
first iten after the prologue to ~ Three and begins a 
new series I would like a title for it more in keeping 
with the occasion of the New Year . I have su~mested "On 
Dr . Verwoe r d ' s New Year Hessage , " but you can probably 
do better than that. It might then be made the Prologue 
to Part III instead of the Presidential Address "The 
Abuse of Power" which could be T'loved the first group 
after it . 

L. V. October 23 , 1964 . I expect you would want this included . 

I am still working on the final chapter of t he other book 
but as i t has to be short to keep within the series limits , the 
book should be ready within a week or t wo . Then I will be able 
to give full attention to The Long View. 
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Wi t h bes t wishes to yourself and Hrs , Paton . 

"ours sincerely , 

/4 ~-,(_L (7J~.,,, 
Edward Callan 
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